
 

 
 

 

 

A Fascinating and Memorable Creation By Pepe Leal 

BOCA DO LOBO IS PART OF PEPE LEAL´S MOST RECENT PROJECT 

http://www.bocadolobo.com/en/press/


 

 
 

LUSITANO CORNER AT CASA DÉCOR MADRID 

A fascinating and memorable creation by Pepe Leal, gathering more than twenty of the most 

distinguished Luxury Furniture Portuguese Brands in Madrid. 

Spanish Interior Designer Pepe Leal carefully selected Portuguese historic and significant 

materials so that he would be able to reflect perfectly the Portuguese culture and the kind of 

furniture that has been made in Portugal. 

From the ceilings, passing through the walls and floor, until the décor itself, each and every 

detail came from Portugal in the creation of the Lusitano Corner, Pepe Leal´s most recent design 

project. 

All luxury furniture pieces were flawlessly selected, among them you can find:  

Eden Center Table, Tiffany Stool and Heritage Sideboard by Boca do Lobo. 

 

Everything happened in Madrid, the capital city of Spain and the perfect place to toss new 

trends as it is a golden mine of Interior Designers. 

 



 

 
 

HERITAGE | Sideboard 

 

Hand-painted-tiles have gained a privileged place in architecture throughout the centuries. 

Portugal has adopted them like no other country has and in order to honor the Portuguese hand 

painted tiles, Boca do Lobo created Heritage Sideboard. This piece presents a different number 

of layers, where each one tells a different story. 

 

EDEN | Center Table 

 

The mystic behind the name inspires Eden. This center table represents a part of the tree of 

knowledge and the tale of the birth of desire. Boca do Lobo uses the highest quality materials 

and textures, giving them shapes through objects that create a cosmopolitan luxury 

environment, finding the finest example in this table. Fully made of polished casted brass, with 

a delicately engraved top exposing the heart of a golden tree to the very heart of a home. 

 

TIFFANY | Stool 

 

The soft curves of Tiffany stool and its versatility make this piece even more appealing. This 

modern stool with unique characteristics possesses smooth curves for a more modern and 

sculptural appeal. It can be a functional piece table for lateral support of chairs and sofas. 

Tiffany stool is available in solid oak wood, oak or mahogany. It’s made from a technique that 

results from the collage of various laths or wastes of wood to form the wanted dimensions. 

http://www.bocadolobo.com/en/limited-edition/sideboards/heritage/index.php
http://www.bocadolobo.com/en/coolors-collection/coffee-and-side-tables/eden/index.php
http://www.bocadolobo.com/en/soho-collection/seating-others/tiffany/index.php


 

 
 

 

 

 

ABOUT US 

Boca do Lobo emotional pieces are handmade in Portugal by talented artisans who use their 

wisdom from years of experience to combine traditional manufacturing techniques with the 

latest technological methods, shaping the most refined materials into furniture which gives rise 

to timeless and cosmopolitan luxury interiors. 

 

 

You can download high resolution images in our website’s press area. 

Hope to hear from you soon! 

We wish you the best inspirational moments! 

 

Find out more about what moves and inspires Boca do Lobo, by dropping us line on the 

following contacts: 

 

PRESS DEPARTMENT 

press@bocadolobo.com 

www.bocadolobo.com | info@bocadolobo.co 
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